In many atomically thin materials their optical absorption is dominated by excitonic transitions. It was recently found that optical selection rules in these materials are influenced by the band topology near the valleys. We propose that gate-controlled band ordering in a single atomic monolayer, through changes in the valley winding number and excitonic transitions, can be probed in helicityresolved absorption and photoluminescence. This predicted tunable band topology is confirmed by combining an effective Hamiltonian and a Bethe-Salpeter equation for an accurate description of excitons, with first-principles calculations suggesting its realization in Sb-based monolayers.
Since Dirac's magnetic monopoles [1] , the use of topological quantum numbers has grown significantly and for decades has successfully elucidated fascinating condensed-mater phenomena [2] . Unlike extensive transport measurements of topological states, starting with quantum Hall effects [3, 4] , considerably less is known about optically probing tunable band topologies in electronic materials. We suggest that can be changed based on: (i) advances in atomically-thin van der Waals (vdW) materials [5, 6] and (ii) realizing that in some of them the formation of excitons, bound electron-hole pairs, also reflects the underlying topological properties [7, 8] .
Guided by the spin-orbit coupling (SOC)-driven topological band inversion in HgTe/CdTe quantum wells [9] , we seek suitable SOC in atomic monolayers (MLs) for a tunable band topology [5, 6] . While graphene has motivated important advances [10, 11] , its weak SOC and a negligible gap ∼40 µeV [12] make its topological properties very fragile. In the opposite limit, ML Bi on a SiC substrate has a strong SOC with a huge topological gap (∼ 0.8 eV) [6] , but its indirect gap is unlikely to support excitons and its large characteristic energies make altering the band ordering very challenging.
Instead of these extreme cases, we expect that MLs with intermediate SOC strengths and a direct band gap are more promising. A tunable band topology could be experimentally probed by a change in optical selection rules, as a consequence of the change in the relevant topological numbers. We propose how to realize that in Fig. 1 where the band structure of the monolayer is changed through the interplay between magnetic proximity effects and electrostatic gating.
The connection between band topology and optical selection rules was recently established for chiral fermions [7, 8] , such as graphene-based systems and transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), where the winding number [13] characterizing the topology of Bloch bands directly modifies the allowed optical transitions and the excitonic properties. As in the generalization of semiclassical equations of motion to include Berry-phase effects [14] , recognizing the importance of winding num- bers in the optical response opens novel opportunities.
Unlike previous work on the role of winding numbers on excitons from chiral fermions [7, 8] , we consider breaking time-reversal symmetry in proximitized MLs [15] and therefore explicitly include valley and spin degrees of freedom [16, 17] . This provides a direct connection between the helicity-resolved response and the band topology, established both from the single-particle Hamiltonian and with an accurate inclusion of Coulomb interaction in a Bethe-Salpeter equation. Furthermore, we identify how a gate-controlled conduction band inversion could be implemented in realistic ML materials.
Some ML vdW materials, such as TMDs, are known for their optical properties dominated by excitons with large binding energies (up to ∼ 0.5 eV) and efficient light emission [18, 19] . Gradually, it is becoming understood that their difference from extensive work on excitons in conventional semiconductors is not simply a much larger binding energy, but rather that Berry-phase effects [20- 24] and collective excitations can play an important role in the optical response [25, 26] . While we focus on the influence of tunable band topology on excitons, which are absent within the single-particle picture, for an initial characterization of promising materials systems supporting topological states, a single-particle effective Hamiltonian can still offer useful guidance. Group V-based MLs [27, 28] , provide a suitable platform for topological states since the very large SOC and indirect gap of Bi-based MLs [6] could be altered by considering lighter elements. Specifically, a Sb-based ML, antimonene, could support both a smaller SOC and a direct gap [29] and has been experimentally realized [30, 31] .
We consider the setup in Fig. 1(a) , a group-V ML deposited on a substrate magnetized alongẑ, with an applied out-of-plane electric field, E. The ML contains A, B sublattices and K/K valleys, at which a low-energy effective Hamiltonian can be constructed. The Hilbert
has contributions from the group-V ML, exchange, staggered potential, and Rashba spin-orbit coupling (SOC) [32] . In H 0 for the planar ML [33] [34] [35] [36] ,
k x,y are momenta measured from K/K , λ SO is the effective on-site SOC, σ i , τ z and S z denote Pauli matrices for the orbital, valley, and spin degrees of freedom, respectively. A staggered exchange field induced in the ML arises from the magnetic proximity effect or atomic doping and leads to a term,
where M A (M B ) is the exchange field for the A (B) sublattice. The magnitude of the staggered potential due to the broken inversion symmetry in the ML, H U = U σ z can be controlled by the electric field, while Rashba SOC is [32] . After a unitary transformation, H becomes
where
Figures 2(a) and (b) reveal that this explicit dependence of the band-edge energies on the staggered potential is inequivalent in the two valleys, such that we can reach a critical U c =M for the CB crossing at K , just as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . This valley asymmetry is the result of the nonzero U and ∆M , where U can be directly controlled by the E-field: at E = E c there is CB reversal at K for electrical control of the winding number.
Since the pair of bands with smallest gap has the largest contribution to the lowest-energy exciton, we apply Löwdin's perturbation theory [37] and downfoldH τ to the lower CB and upper VB. In the regimes (I): 0 < U <M , and (II): U >M , the downfoldedH τ at the K valley, up to the linear order in k, is given bỹ
revealing the CB reversal at U c =M . In contrast, there is no CB reversal at the K valley,
such thatH (II) K has the same form asH (I) K . The downfoldedH τ has the same form [29] as the chiral fermion model [7] and we can readily identify the corresponding winding numbers, w. Unlike the unchanged K-valley winding number, the change of the band topology at the K valley in regimes (I) and (II) results both in a change of the winding number and the excitonic optical selection rules. Specifically, the excitons with angular quantum number m are bright (optically allowed) for helicity σ ± if m = w ∓ 1 + nN [7, 8] , where n is an integer and N the degree of discrete rotational symmetry of the crystal lattice. Therefore, the change of winding number from w = 1 to −1 in the K valley transforms the series of bright excitons with respect to the helicity of light. For example, the 1s exciton (m = 0) is bright under σ + when w = 1; if w = −1, it is instead bright under σ − .
So far, we have performed a single-particle analysis, from which implications on the exciton optical selection are made. Below, we verify these predictions and take into account many-body effects by numerically solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) [29, [38] [39] [40] [41] to explain experimentally detectable findings,
where Ω τ S is the energy of the exciton state |Ψ τ S = vck A Sτ vckĉ † τ ckĉ τ vk |GS [42] with the coefficients A Sτ vck , the creation (annihilation) operator of an electron in a CB c (VB v)ĉ † τ ck (ĉ τ vk ) in the valley τ , and the ground state |GS with fully occupied VBs and unoccupied CBs. τ n (k) with the band index n = c(v) describes the eigenenergies of the single-particle Hamiltonian, H τ η τ nk = τ n (k)η τ nk , with the eigenstates η τ nk . The interaction kernel K τ vck,v c k accounts for the Coulomb interaction between electrons in the ML, determined from the dielectric environment [29, [43] [44] [45] . This framework also allows for an inclusion of the magnetic proximity effects on excitons [41] , which can be crucial, but are absent from the common single-particle description.
The optical response is described by the absorption
where ω and c are the frequency and speed of light, A the 2D unit area, and the velocity matrix elements are v ± (k) = vk|v ± |ck for helicities σ ± , withv ± =v x ± iv y , andv x,y = ∂H/∂( k x,y ). The absorption in Figs. 2(c) and (d) confirms a striking gate-controlled helicity reversal, anticipated from the single-particle picture. Remarkably, by changing E < E c (at U = 10 meV) to E > E c (at U = 80 meV), we see a helicity reversal of the lowest 1s exciton peak from positive (σ + ) to negative (σ − ), using realistic parameters discussed further in Ref. [29] . Alternatively, the photoluminescence (σ + or σ − ), dominated by the 1s exciton due to relaxation, is also gate-controllable [ Fig. 1(a) ], reflecting the changing band topology.
To illustrate the k-space band topology, in Fig. 3 we plot the interband matrix elements ofv ± (k) for U < U c and U > U c at the K valley. Each complex matrix element is visualized as a vector with its origin located at k. These matrix elements are not physical observables and have an arbitrary phase, just as the eigenstates |vk and |ck . To avoid such phase ambiguity and obtain meaningful patterns, we chose a specific gauge [29] .
The change of winding number from w = 1 (E < E c ) to w = −1 (E > E c ) is accompanied by a change of winding patterns, which are also consistent with the analytical analysis of the two-band model: v ± (k) ∝ exp(−i(w ∓ 1)φ k ), where φ k is the angle between k and the x-axis [7] . Since the system has a rotational symmetry ignoring crystal field effects, the envelope function of an exciton can be formally written as A vck = f m (|k|)e imφ k , containing a radial part f m (|k|) and an angular part with an angular quantum number m. Thus, the oscillator strength of the optical transition to an exciton state with angular quantum number m can be expressed as,
which determines the contribution of this particular ex-citation to the absorption in Eq. (8). To have a nonzero integral and thus a bright exciton, the angular part of the integral has to vanish, i.e., the phase winding of the velocity matrix element has to be canceled by the angular part of the exciton envelope function. Since f m (|k|) is localized around k = 0 (Wannier excitons), we can estimate the oscillator strength and thus the brightness of a specific exciton state with angular quantum number m based on the winding patterns of v ± (k). When E < E c , v + (k) is nearly uniform in the vicinity of the K point (k = 0). Therefore, the angular part of the integral vanishes for m = 0, which means that s ex- To explore the experimental feasibility of our proposal we use first-principles calculations and seek realistic materials. Recently, ML Sb has been successfully synthesized and characterized [30, 31] . Fully hydrogenated Sb (SbH) ML was found to be a two-dimensional quantum spin Hall insulator with a giant direct topological gap of 410 meV, while retaining a stable structure up to 400 K, revealing its potential as a platform for roomtemperature quantum devices [35] . The desired staggered exchange field in our model can be induced to ML SbH either through proximity effects from magnetic substrates (e.g., LaFeO 3 ) [33] or doping of magnetic atoms (W, Cr, and Mn) [34] , which can lead to interesting valley-polarized topological states [33, 34, 36] .
Motivated by these studies, we focus on W-doped ML SbH. Its fully relaxed geometric structure is shown in Fig. 4(a) . To demonstrate the manipulation of this system by the electric field, we show in Figs. 4(b)-(d) firstprinciples calculations for the evolution of the electronic band structure under different applied E [29] . At E = 0, Fig. 4(b) reveals a desirable direct topological gap of ∼ 180 meV. For E applied along theẑ-direction, the energy gap between the two CBs at K reduces and closes at E = 2 V/nm [ Fig. 4(c) ]. For even larger E [46] , as shown in Fig. 4(d) , such a gap between the two CBs reopens, leading to a change of the K winding number. The corresponding band inversion and change of band topology indicate that W-doped ML SbH is indeed a good candidate to observe our predictions.
To generalize considerations from this work, it would be interesting to examine how the influence of tunable band topology on optical selection rules can be extended to other materials systems, beyond chiral fermions.
While we have focused on magnetically-doped MLs, our predictions could instead employ magnetic proximity-modified excitonic transitions. This approach could also be studied using the Bethe-Salpeter equation [41] for considering atomically-thin magnetic substrates [47, 48] . The advantage of magnetic proximity effects over applying a magnetic field to remove the valley degeneracy is their relative magnitude [15, [49] [50] [51] , exceeding a modest Zeeman splitting from typical g-factors in MLs [52] [53] [54] [55] . Electrically-tunable magnetic proximity effects in MLs [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] could reduce the critical electric field to alter the band topology. In particular, it would be desirable to implement a fast electrical reversal of helicity as an element of the suggested ML-based spin-lasers [62] , which could exceed the performance of the best conventional counterparts [63] , without spin-polarized carriers. This work was mainly supported by the U. 
